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125 Years of Clapham College                                           

Chapter 5-1930 to 1940  

1. War is on the horizon Inter-War years at Clapham  

This was an optimistic decade of growth and science. In peace-time Britain focussed it’s 

energies on trade and improvement. Education was at the centre of this and it ceased    

being the plaything of the rich and upper classes. Clapham became a focus for more local 

boys wishing to better themselves; and although the teaching might not have been the 

best [with educated, but unqualified staff] boys of this period were keen to learn and 

meet their ambitions.                                                                                                                                     

Less and less foreign boarders arrived at the College, addresses ceased to be 

“Westminster, City of London and the West End” and more “Nightingale Lane, Broxash 

Road, Ramsden Road and Alderbrook Rd. Local lads were walking to school, rather than 

coming in by Underground [or tram]. Over the next two decades, the boys themselves 

made the ”interest news” rather as in the previous decade “their parents. We moved from 

rich, successful parents from exotic addresses and high paid occupations, to the boys          

themselves who started etching out pathways of their own. Gaining higher qualifications, 

going to university, or highly skilled training, in some cases the entrepreneurial side of the 

boys flourished. Many emigrated, Canada seemed the favourite destination.    

The views/experiences of the  final six decades of Clapham could be shared by those still 

alive, this is a “living history”, it requires many “eyes” and experiences to portray the true 

story of the College and the Old Boys to us all. The priesthood was still “popular”, whilst 

others went into the Armed Forces, some as “career soldiers” and later as conscripts.  

A number were decorated for their bravery in 1939/45, a few did end up as Prisoners of 

War. These boys travelled and fought all over the world unlike those of the 1914-1918 

War. About half the numbers of died from the College died in WW1 then WW2. These in 

general were educated young men, a large number joined the RAF as officers. In the Army 

many were officers, possibly away from the front line of battle. Unlike WW1, there were 

many Old Boys in the Navy and on the Home Front. A different war, therefore, with              

different circumstances. There were the “Great COXA Servants”. “Names” on the COXA 

Committee I knew, as a 16-year-old. The likes of Derek Rowe, Denis Quin, Don Mulvihill 

and Tony Morrish were known to me, others by reputation; Brian Sanders ad Ted Hayter, 

Brian White and Michael Straiton could be added to my list. Please add to my record! 
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Scientific Society 1932.                                                                                                                            

This session the society seems to have taken a new lease of life. The average age of the 

members has increased, and their enthusiasm redoubled. Mr. Butler kindly opened the 

session with an edifying lecture on, " The Discovery of the Circulation of the blood," which 

he concluded by dissecting a sheep's heart. N. Comber gave an interesting lecture on "The 

History of British Postage Stamps," he traced the postal history of Great Britain, and           

D. Hicks lectured on u Cocoa and Chocolate," in which he gave some account of the                  

cultivation and production of cocoa. A party, from the Society, visited the" Star" printing 

works, arrangements are being made for visits to local manufacturing firms. N. Comber 

B.B. Scientific Society 1933. The progress made by this Society during the earlier part of 

the Christmas Term continued for the rest of the year. The Christmas Term was concluded 

with ail interesting lecture: by P. Reynier on "The Manufacture of Soap," in which he        

explained every little detail.                                                                                                                                 

Owing to the fact that the electric cable to the laboratory was broken part of the time,    

only three lectures were given during the Easter Term. Br. Dunstan gave a lecture on 

"Optical Delusions " a subject thoroughly appreciated by all, and especially by the younger 

members. N. Comber lectured on "The Evolution of the Horse," in which he gave a brief 

outline of the horse from its earliest days. Dunstan 

2. Br. Dunstan at Clapham College - ahead of his time  

Brother Dunstan loved his “experiments” -  he was ahead of his time - they had to be    

visual [rather than in a stale book, or chalk on a blackboard]. The editor was at Clapham in 

the early 1960s and remembers Br Dunstan setting off explosions in the small 

“observation” Laboratory.. He also produced [with the help of the boys] a “bander” [spirit 

duplicator] edition of his Scientific Society “news and experiments”. He loved his Science 

and loved “sharing” it. 

 

The Scientific Society was an after school club led by Br. Dunstan - 

boys and Old Boys were involved in this “ground-breaking Club. 
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1932 ...continued 

D. A. Hicks: gave a lecture on “The History of Buildings in England." In this, he traced                              

building from Prehistoric ages right down to the: present day, paying special attention to 

Pevensey and District. The session concluded with the annual social, a report of which was 

given in the Clapham Observer. The catering was arranged by D. Minch and R. P. Banks, and 

the entertainments by D. A. Hicks. and E. A. Hodges.                                           D. A. HICKS 

O.B 1933 - My knowledge of Old Boys about whom - I could write is somewhat limited, but 

nevertheless I have resolved to do my best. The story J have to tell concerns an old boy 

who went to work as a mining engineer on the South African Veld. He was prospecting for 

minerals and after several weeks spent in fruitless search through uncharted jungle, was 

accidentally separated from the rest of the party. Some nomadic tribes captured him, and 

he was confined in a native hut in which the only opening was a small window about six 

inches square. He was held as a captive in this way for about three weeks when one day 

the camp appeared to be in a state of great excitement. It seemed that every member of 

the tribe came, to peer at him through. the small window. Finally, he realised that the                    

reparations were being made to sacrifice him at sunrise. That night he was unable to rest, 

and the events of his life passed slowly through his mind. He thought of his days at                   

Clapham College and suddenly remembered that his annual sub. to the Old Boys                              

Association had not been· paid. He "felt so small” that he was able to crawl through the 

window and was found by a search party the next day. Maybe not a true story, but one to 

3. Brother Dunstan’s Scientific Society ..continued 

1933 Pilgrimage to Rome. When the Holy Father proclaimed the Holy Year, he expressed 

the wish that the faithful should go to Rome in very large numbers to visit the four great 

Basilicas, and to endeavour to gain the Jubilee Indulgence. Thanks to the very great                 

kindness of some of my friends, I had the privilege during May of making this journey.                                       

At the request of the Secretary of the C.O.X.A. I am contributing this article in the hope 

that it may interest some readers of Concordia and may even be the means of convincing 

a few that a visit to Rome before the expiration of the Holy Year, April,1934, would benefit 

them both spiritually and temporally.                                                                                                                 

Our Party which consisted of Mr. W. S. Bishop, K.S.G., the supreme Knight of the Knights of 

St. Columba, Mrs. Bishop, three of their daughters, their youngest son-a pupil of our                   

Preparatory School and myself set out ·from London on the morning of Friday, 19th May, 

we decided that we would travel direct to Rome. Our itinerary was as follows: - London, 

Dover, Calais, Paris, Dijon, Bourg, Aix-les-Bains, Chambery, Modane, Mont Cenis Tunnel, 

Turin, Genoa, Rapallo, La Spezia, Pisa, Rome, Regards, Dunstan 

Possibly a COXA Trip to Rome might be organised on day…..who knows?? 
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4. The whole School Photo 1933 [Had to split  into three] 
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5. 7th Annual Garden Fete, the Paddock, Clapham 
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6. The 1930s Clapham College Fete, hugely popular -                                

no annotation, please take time to absorb 
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7. The 30s School Fete were huge events - big  crowds 

Spend time looking at the Fete photos in detail - silver cap badge, ice creams and 

speeches. The Gymnastics Team beautifully turned out. You can “feel” the event. 
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  8. A sea of hats at the Fete - please zoom in fantastic “insight” 

9. The Fete Highlight - ”The Flying Xaverians” 

A couple of  facts “a true story” as Colin would say. Those straw mats were still there when the editor joined Clapham in the 

1960s. At the back one the right is the world-famous tuckshop. A must at break for a variety of confectionary [and violence!]. 
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10. Action at the Gymnastics Display. The “Catherine Wheel - at 

the back a “courting couple” a first for Clapham College 

The Band & Conductor 
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11. Fantastic Photo highlighting “The Playground Wall”  

The other side was fence. A hundred Clapham Boys could play football, cricket and handball 

against it. A piece of chalk for the goal or the wicket - who needed Playstations - ”hrs of fun” 
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News of the Brothers 1936  

We tender our congratulations to Rev. Fr. Francis Young, an Old Boy of Clapham, who was 

ordained priest on May 30th, 1936. 

On Tuesday, June 2nd, Fr. Young said Mass in the College Chapel. After Mass, we had the 

privilege of kissing the hands of the newly ordained priest. 

We regret to say that Bro. Louis, well known to most members. of the Association is lying 

dangerously ill. at the College. We all hope that he will soon be better. 

Bro. Bernardine has been lying ill in Manchester since Easter. We are pleased to say that 

he is now much better, and it is hoped that he wi11 be able to resume duties in Clapham 

very shortly. · 

12. Clapham Tennis and news of the Brothers 
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1934 Glastonbury College 

Cricket Champions 

13. Cricketers in the 1930s had style –those blazers! 
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14. 1934 Clapham Old Boys socials - 

good events, low numbers - loss-makers. 
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15. Xaverian Actors - “big” in the 1930s - The Xaverian Players   

If you were an Old Boy in the 1930s, Cricket and Football had just one team each and as 

usual there were footballer/cricketers, so very few places available. The Ramblers were two 

weekends a week, therefore if you were a “participating Xaverian”, it was the Xaverian   

Players. It’s not really of “our time” - unless you are Wilson Bowers! Large numbers too, 

there were those “behind the scenes”, and female actors too. Would YOU join [not WB!] 
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16. 1936 - “Tons of Money” - 600 Tickets [impressive] 
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 17. “Tons of Money” - gets a write-up in Concordia. 
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18. Creaking Chair in 3 Acts [remember St Luke's green roof/gold cross?] 
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19. Third Concordia - a change of Editor [a very formal event] - times change 
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20. 1932 “Bits and Bobs”-  Sunday football & Poem 
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21. The Chapels - we love them - so ornate - so loved 

The Xaverian Brothers had beautiful, ornate Chapels built in their schools, at Clapham we have nurtured and             

refurbished ours, the Mayfield one [below] is intact, but a private residence - the Brighton one [bottom] demolished! 
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22. Personalia - always the best bit of Concordia-1934 
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23. 1933 - I AM VERY CONCERNED 

I’m very concerned. Over the last decade I’ve NEVER published anything I don’t understand 

[not even from the Chairman]. However, this 1933 article/comment/advice from Auntie    

Ermyntrude has left me in a quandary. I assume it’s not RUDE - we are/were a Catholic                

Association so I reproduced it. Never have solved cryptic crossword in my life. Maybe it’s 

1930s “rap” - or “in talk” between friends.  It normally “youths” that can quite rightly say to 

us “You don't speak our lingo" . For once grown men are distributing this inappropriate  

literature to Grammar School boys - just  the translation of the odd phase would do! Ed 
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Mark’s Cross [PTO] was a Junior Seminary, situated a few miles from Mayfield College on 
the road from Tunbridge Wells. It closed in 1970. I’ve seen the name Mark Cross on many 
occasions, but had to research to get it into context.  

This is the Junior Seminary where prospective priests from the Xaverian Colleges went to 
when they were prepared places like Wonerch. The Junior Seminary” of St. Joseph’s        
College at Mark Cross was for thirteen to eighteen year olds.  

There are letters and “news” from Mark Cross published in 1930s /1940s Concordias. I 
think in early days the numbers moving from Mark Cross [juniors] to the main seminaries 
were almost 100% few seemed to “drop out”. I think this changed over time and by the 
1960s the school became uneconomic and unviable.  Please turn over for reports from 
Wonersh and Mark’s Cross [ 

24. 1937 School Football and Chess - and “Mark’s Cross 
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25. Letters from our trainee priests at Wonersh and St Mark’s Cross in 1935 
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26. 1937 Rambling and early Personalia 

This is such a sweet way to    

present “Personalia” - but not 

for the 21st Century 
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 27. 1938 First Old Boys Mass and alternative sport 

 

The fore-runner to the                            

Remembrance Service [1930] 

Table tennis - ”big” at the College - but Old Boys di we play? [Brian?]                                                      

Chess - not a sport surely a pastime - like golf! But Lacrosse did we ever play? 
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28.. Early Xaverians thought a test would be best for new recruits - looks hard to me! 
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29.1937 Clapham College - Coronation of the King 
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30. 1939 The Old Boys Clubroom 
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   31 1938 Old Boys Cricket v Brighton & Fixture List 
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32. Past v Present Cricket Match - impossible in 2022 -  

would be the “distant” Past v “recent” Past 

The “legend” that was Brother Dunstan, opened the batting and bowling [was there no 

end…] battling first and “posting  only 54” you’d thought they’d be in trouble, but                   

Rojas 6-19 with a “hat-trick” .. I suppose result was never in doubt. 

Low-scoring match 

But “High Scores! 

Riley 10 [but not 

out] almost carried 

his bat if you don’t 

count “De Boute”. 

Rojas [hat-trick 

man] got 11 [all-

rounder?] 

Highest score in 

game Eccles 12 - 

but “run out”. 

Nobody in the 

“Past” team scored 

double-figures. 

“Extras scored the 

only other double-

figure score. 
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This was “hard-court” tennis on the concrete surface of the school 

playground. Brother Dunstan himself marked out the courts, but he 

didn't even play the game! 

33. 1938 Tennis at the College 
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34. Inter-House Competition 1939 

Inter-House academic and sports competition. I had no idea they “tallied” the points. Why 

were there so many points for Academic Studies. No wonder Walsingham won, I thought 

he rumour that all the fat boys were put in Walsingham  explained their sporting failures! 

Had no idea they might have been the “brighter ones”! I thought it was the brainy priests! 
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35. 1935 Look at the number of events in 4 months!  
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36. 1937 Two great adverts from two local companies - wonder what they paid? 
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37. The 1938 Public Exam Results 
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38. Few Clapham Boys went to University - but some did [the odd priest!] 
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39. 1937 - Annual Dinner in Coronation Year 
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40. 1939 - Centenary of the Xaverian Order at Clapham 
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41. Xaverian Centenary Programme 
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    42.   1932 John Rayer [senior] Examination 

How hard was this?? 
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43. The Xaverian Players were busy - but were also in competitions 

Try to read this awful copy it’s the only one - but it tells a tale. 
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44. 1937 Prize Day and Exam Results 
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  The Boys of the 1930s     
  Here is a 10% sample of the boys of the 1930s 

Priests 

Of the selected 10% sample, a dozen were priests there were about two dozen in the full  

cohort.  Looks like three trained at Seminaries, but never actually became priests. They all 

seem fairly “interesting”. We have to start with Cyril Murtagh, who was a working priest   

until just recently. His funeral attracted over two dozen priests and three bishops to                 

Portsmouth Cathedral, he was a well-liked and hugely experienced priest and a member of 

the famous Clapham College Murtagh Clan. Cyril was at the College from 1937 to 1944 and 

was in the “As” [and Glastonbury]. He got a prize in the 3rd Year at Clapham and went on to 

be Head Boy. He passed his exams and went on to university at Oxford, where he excelled in 

his studies, and as a rower! Leaving with his degree Cyril did a little teaching, before going 

onto the priesthood, where we was an expert on Canon Law. Cyril was a active Clapham Old 

Boy, and attending Chairman’s Lunches and events. 

Eric St John Foti, was at Clapham in the 1930s and was           

evacuated to East Grinstead. He flew in RAF Pathfinders at the 

end of WW2 and trained to the priesthood at St Joseph’s      

Seminary. He never completed his training but went on to lead a 

full and interesting life. He was Norfolk entrepreneur and          

inventor, died at the age of 94 in 2012 from Covid. With his wife, 

Marion he raised 8 children of his own and fostered another 24! 

He was born on January 13, 1926 and when he died, on January 

4, was nearly 95 years old.  Eric was an inspiring and generous character who loved nuns 

and had brought up his large family in Arundel Priory, part of Arundel Castle. So, when    

moving to Norfolk after WW2, to Downham Market, he soon made friends with the Sisters 

from Sacred Heart Convent, Swaffham. He had a small chapel with the Nativity always on 

show, he took retreat days there, [Hermitage Hall]. Eric involved a primary school in his 

many projects and children came to hand roses to Dame Barbara Cartland [opened “The 

Pink Room] dedicated to her. Actress Lisa Goddard visited, driving his Sidley Armstrong cars. 

Freddie and the Dreamers were one of the bands to perform. On a trip to Turkey, and the 

House at Ephesus where Mary lived, he was inspired to replicate the shine in Norfolk. In    

order to build a replica, he brought back photos and stones, the shrine was blessed by very 

own Bishop Peter Smith. Eric started a brewery, a TV Station in Felixstowe and flew light   

aircraft - maybe the priesthood would have been a step too far for him! 

45.  Personalia - The Boys of the Decade 
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Reginald Pierce and his brother Gary both went to Clapham College, both became priests, and both 

served in WW2. Gary Pierce ended up a canon in Guildford. Both were trained for the priesthood at St 

Joseph’s Seminary in Up Holland Lancs. Both were Walsingham House and there seems to have been 

competition between the siblings; Gary was stated as being” bright” at College [maybe that’s why the 

“canon” and the rank of Lt. Colonel in the Army] whereas Reg [in Military Intelligence] fought against the 

Japanese at Imphala and was “mentioned in dispatches” for his bravery at that Battle. I suppose Reg won 

the “battle of the brothers” with his Prize for Art in the 3rd Year at Clapham! 

The ”Tobin” brothers, Kevin and “S” [only Clapham College would record a Christian name with a letter 

rather then the full names …Stephen, Simon, Stanley, Sean??… “please!”]. The Tobins 1931 – 1937               

were both in Walsingham [a trend here “the Holy House”] and went off to train together a Wonersh, lived 

in Upper Tooting Park Road a short walk from the College. 

John Patrick Friene another priest at Clapham in the early 1930s,, whose brother Joseph also joined the 

priesthood, they were brought up in Wandsworth and eventually ended up in Guildford parishes. 

James Furey joined Clapham in 1931 and left just as the College was evacuated to East Grinstead in 1939, 

training at nearby Mark’s Cross. Patrick Best joined the College in East Grinstead and stayed until 1945, 

when he moved on to St Joseph’s Seminary, once a priest he served at the Holy Ghost in Balham and 

passed way in 1969 at his Dover parish.  

Kenneth Arthur Bell started at Clapham in 1937, lived in Stockwell, there stops on the Northern Line! He 

was evacuated to E.G. and joined the Welsh Fusiliers in WW2 being part of the Army that crossed the 

Rhine into Germany, he tried his hand at mining in Rhodesia, before settling back to the priesthood in his 

Bromley parish. [Just love the idea of these adventurous, soldier priests!!]  

One of my favourite priests is Patrick Houlihan, who was a White Father missions in Africa, a long way 

from being brought up in Calbourne Rd, Balham, a Holy Ghost boy. Patrick had a full life and it started 

with a bang after leaving Clapham College and training in Paris. He was interned at the start of the Second 

World War by the Germans, [for being British]. Something Patrick took exception to due to his Irish         

Heritage. Eventually the Germans must have got fed up with him, they released him after a while and he 

returned to ENGLAND to complete his training, being ordained in 1946 then going off to the “missions”. 

Michael Curtin Clapham 1931 to 1939, trained at Wonersh and looks like the first Glastonbury priest; his 

parish was Purley [Croydon]. His claim to fame at Clapham was a part of a soldier in the play “Charles 1st”; 

probably wasn’t a “talking part”! 

Patrick Bailey ends my “sample” of the 1930s priests, there were others. He started at Clapham in the 

mid-1930s, was evacuated to E.G., left in 1941 for St Joseph’s Seminary [again]. Did his “stint in the Army 

in WW2, before returning to take on the Blackfen Parish in Sidcup. 

Armed Forces 

This was the generation that “Went to War”. The vast majority of the Clapham Boys joined up, most       

happily volunteered, they became the intellectual, brainy combatants. They filled high flying roles in 

“Intelligence”, Commandos, RAF and were Captains of Warships and High Ranking Officers in the Forces. 

There were some PoWs, but far fewer than the WW1 conflict, they were stationed far and wide across 

the world. There skills were so refined compared to their colleagues in the First World War, but they 

made the same sacrifices. In general it seemed that they gained more satisfaction from “Their War” than 

those of WW1, most of whom never really saw any end product to enlisting - they were rarely “in action”. 

46. Personalia on the Boys of the 1930s 
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47. The Boys of the 1930s - as War approaches 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prisoners of War 

The nature of war was different, but within this group are the usual stories of tragedy,    

turmoil and heroism. The Clapham Old Xaverian Association supported these confined    

soldiers, trying to make their plight a little more bearable, with the “PoW Fund”,             

fund -raising and collections - packages sent out for much needed solace. 

Three of the four PoWs I decided to include here were the same age all starting at the    

College in 1933. All were just twenty years old and all in PoW camps in Germany. Henry 

“Harty” Rouse [RAF] was from Dulwich Rd and was shot down over Germany, John O’Reilly 

from Alleyn Park Rd, almost a neighbour of Henry, was also confined there too captured 

serving in the Army; Desmond Coates was also in the Army and captured in Crete,          

transferred to Germany. Peter Cussac looked like a fairly unique PoW, but now I know 

there were THREE Clapham boys, all independently visiting France at the time of the     

German Invasion. Peter was actually visiting his Aunty in France and was captured by the 

Germans and spent six years in various PoW Camps in there. On his safe return Peter was 

employed as a receptionist [I suppose his skills in German and French, from his “Time     

behind the Wire” would have helped!].  

Interesting Xaverians 

Are these interesting, famous or talented individuals? No matter what you call then, they are worthy of 

note. Not forgetting the 70 names I’ve selected from the many hundred are not a complete list, always 

happy to add more ….lets start with a typical Clapham Lad… 
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Interesting Xaverians                                                                                                        

Denis Keating, [1931-36] always in trouble at school, got a job at the Bank of England, ending up working 

in their Paris Branch.                                                                                                                                                                            

Harold Hughesdon [1931-1939] joined the RAF and gained his wings in the Canadian Airforce, [Flight  

Sergeant] stationed in South Africa, 1950s emigrated to teach in South America [4 continents in one   

sentence!].                                                                                                                                                                                              

Peter Kelleher [1931-1936]- friend Eddie O’Brien, joined the Royal Navy, torpedoman, worked on       

submarines. Was stationed in Sierra Leone, quote “spent a huge part of my time, with my feet upon a 

sandy beach scanning the horizon for enemy warships [which never came]. Pete had a real talent and                           

illustrated a book - The Water Sprite [Charterhouse boy] - then in his 90s he produced the following…. 

48. More on the 1930s Clapham Boys 
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Denis Keating, [1931-36] always in trouble at school, got a job at the Bank of England, ending up working 
in their Paris Branch.                                                                        
Harold Hughesdon [1931-1939] joined the RAF and gained his wings in the Canadian Airforce, [Flight              
Sergeant] stationed in South Africa, 1950s emigrated to teach in South America [4 continents in one                
sentence!].                                                                                                                                                                                                
Peter Kelleher [1931-1936]- friend Eddie O’Brien, joined the Royal Navy, torpedoman, worked on subma-
rines. Was stationed in Sierra Leone, quote “spent a huge part of my time, with my feet upon a sandy 
beach scanning the horizon for enemy warships [which never came]. Pete had a real talent and illustrated 
a book - The Water Sprite [Charterhouse boy].      Bruce Donkin 1932-1936 [Glastonbury] Snooker                          
entrepreneur and referee at Leicester Square Hall and first referee on TV of ‘Pot Black.                                                                               
Raymond Oliver 1932-1938, a chef owed and ran his own restaurant in Paris and Crockford's Club Ascot, 
interviewed on TV many times.                                                                                                                                            
John Cowell 1932-1936 WWII pilot emigrated to Canada and worked on the Canadian Pacific Railway.                                           
Ray Brookes [1933-1940] was a Captain in the Royal Artillery, who in his spare time climbed Mount                      
Kilimanjaro. Whilst serving in India he developed jaundice.                                                                                                             
Brian Walsh [1933-1940] was a bright lad, [Glastonbury] who went on to live in Bath and work for the 
Atomic Energy Authority. He was on the War Office Selection Board.                                                                                 
Denis Gonet was only at Clapham College from 1933 for only 3 years, went on to become a popular opera 
singer [living in Canada]. He was a child prodigy. Watch on https://www.youtube.com/watch  ..

    49  1930s ...continued 

 

       PTO 

https://www.youtube.com/watc%20%20..#h?v=HTZYnZpKovY
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Robert Collins [1933-1938] emigrated to Australia; Paul Sawyer [1933 to 1939] emigrated 

Canada as a Geologist.                                                                                                                                          

Bernard Hodges [1935-1942] Head Boy, Head Glastonbury, outstanding sportsman and 

athlete. Educated Worcester College, Cambridge, teacher, physicist [worked at helping to 

develop radar, [brother Edmund]. 

Allan Hall [1938-1943], another of the East Grinstead evacuees, nothing to report on an 

undistinguished time at Clapham College, but as Chief Cashier of the Bank of England he 

did get to have his signature on hundreds of millions of one-pound notes in the 1950s. 

Frank Anderson [1938-1943] wanted to join the RAF, just missed out because of his age, 

but he did reach his goal of getting his “wings”. He flew a variety of different types of light 

aircraft, mainly in flying competitions, before a premature death at aged 25. 

Noel Ettore Isotta [1938-45] E.G. evacuee. Noel was from a famous Italian family and went 
on to be a squadron Leader in the RAF after WW2. He was captain of Glastonbury,                              
returning to his Italian roots as a plenipotentiary… obviously ….Google it! 
“A plenipotentiary is a diplomat who has full powers—authorization to sign a treaty or  
convention on behalf of his or her sovereign. When used as a noun more generally, the 
word plenipotentiary can also refer to any person who has full powers”. 
Vincent Gornor [1938-1943] went on to train as a Primary School teacher, travelled to  
Brazil in 1953, where he became good friends with Maria Bueno, [Wimbledon tennis 
champion]. He taught her to speak English [came back to teach at Holy Ghost in Balham].  
Clive Taylor [1938-1944] after leaving Clapham he joined the Clapham Observer as a junior 
reporter. His interest in sports reporting lead to a quick acceleration to Cricket Writer for 
the newly formed “Sun” newspaper. Later he worked with Jimmy Greaves [Spurs and               
England] on his book “A funny thing 
happened to me on the way to 
Spurs”. 
 
Francis Currie 1937-1943 a famous, 
but tragic Clapham College name, 
he was killed by the German bomb-
ing raid of the Whitehall Cinema in 
East Grinstead. He was a Charter-
house boy and at his funeral, the 
whole school turned out to pay 
their respects, he was buried in the      
Xaverian Cemetery at Mayfield. 

Gordon Gompers 1936 to 1938 was only at Clapham for a short time and hen his family 

was evacuated to Chichester, whilst the College moved to East Grinstead. He returned to 

London after the War and worked at South London Magistrates Court. Unexciting enjoy   

until you discover he was Chairman of the Denis the Menace Fan Club [previous page]. 

50 - Interesting Clapham Boys of the 1930s 
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Heroes 

All these lads from the 1930s were heroes, in their own way, but there were some 

“outstanding examples”. 

Leslie Norman Heasman [1931-1935] was quickly promoted through the Royal Medical 
Corps.to Major, where he was “mentioned in dispatches” for carrying on operating on 
wounded soldiers whilst under enemy fire. He served for six years in many battlefield        
areas throughout WW2. 
Peter Higginson [1931-1938] worked hard to switch for the regular army into the com-
mandos. He achieved his life ambition whilst training for the Normandy Landings. He                   
landed in Ranville on the French Coast on D-Day, but lost his life in June in fierce hand to 
hand fighting. 
Kevin O'Sullivan [1931-1936] At Clapham [a Glastonbury boy] he was “a very bright lad” 
who loved cycling holidays in Devon and Cornwall. Kevin joined the RAF and was a real-life 
“ACE”, he shot down five enemy aircraft, damaging several others. He ended the War as 
Flight-Lieutenant.                                           
William Palmer [1931-1939] was a Canterbury boy, good at Art, Prize CC in 1938 and 
moved with his brother to the Isle of Wight. During the War he was promoted to Major 
and fought against the Japanese at Irrawaddy, Burma, where he was wounded and won 
the Military Cross for his bravery. 
George Phillips [1933-1939] Lawyer in play Charles I, several Certificates in Public Exams, 
bright lad. Was from the Elephant and Castle {Irish family, joined the Irish Guards and won 
the Military Medal for his bravery. 
Peter Gleeson [1934 -1938] Flew Blenheim and Lancaster Bombers in the RAF He was 
awarded a DFC, after his aircraft was shot down and crashed during a bobbling raid over 
Hodenhagen in Germany [1944] only 21 years old. 
Paul “the Tank” Travers [1938-1942] a war hero, permanent commission army                     

[The archive says “he was knighted Lt Gen. Sir Paul Anthony Travers” cannot at present be verified!] 

COXA Committee Members 

This was the era that a group joined the COXA Committee and made a mark with their   

actions, that set up the Clapham Xaverians as a entity into the 21st Century. True                        

Pathfinders. Patrick Griffith [1938-1943] another East Grinstead Evacuee – became an           

estate agent was a GLC Rent Officer [and COXA Chairman] – lived in Tantallon Rd, off 

Chestnut Grove.                                                                                                                                             

Tom Ennis [Clapham College 1937] was COXA Chairman [brother Chris also at Clapham].                                                                                             

Freddie Baldwin [1931-1937] Canterbury [demon fast bowler] RAF [radio operator] WW2, 

Italy Star. Started his own Legal firm, employed Harry Mellor [Christine Keeler, Profumo 

Scandal case]. Brother at CC. COXA Committee.                                                                          

John Crouch [1934-1939] COXA Chairman, a “knight” in the Canterbury Tales, was in            

Canterbury. Joined the 1st Bat. Parachute Reg. in WW2 rank of Captain. Worked in the 

ILEA as an Education Officer, another COXA Chairman.        

51. Clapham Boys who went on to be War Heroes 
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  Alan Thomas [1937-1943] Bright boy was a Prize Winner in 1938 [Walsingham boy]. 

Scholarship to the Sorbonne second Clapham boy to do that. In the Navy in his National 

Service [worked in the Admiralty], COXA Chairman.                                                                           

Terry Wallace [1937-1944] E.G. evacuee; lived in Casewick Rd, Norwood SE27. 

[Canterbury boy]. Joined RAF, then trained as a chemist. He was the main architect and 

mover on the construction of the Norbury Clubhouse. Sold his MG bought Rolls Royce 

whilst on the Committee, very, very bright.                                                                                       

John Le Gros Clark [1934-1938] Sergeant Navigator RAF, served in the Middle East and  

Italy. COXA Committee [MC at events]                                                                    

Derek Harry Rowe [1935 -1944] was Derek at Clapham for 9 years? I did ask him; it was 

around those times he said! A legend as Football Sec, to all of us. “Monday night team-

sheets and “scores for hospitality please”. Accountant Milk Marketing Board, Clapham’s 

Rep. on League Management Committee.  

Joseph Cernuschi [1935-1940] Long Jump Champion 1938 Goalkeeper –1939] Old Boys 

Committee [two brothers and Mum - Old Boys legends]                                                                   

John Cernuschi [1935-1940] see above – 1st XI Captain [football]                                    

Bruno Centenari [1936-1943] Glastonbury [Head Boy] RAF ground crew; priest in                 

Canterbury Tales.                                                                                                                                                       

Daniel Corry [1931-1940] 

Head Boy – top part in play 

"Trial of Charles 1st”            

talented football bright lad. 

Flying Officer RAF, shot 

down over Malta, crashed, 

died and buried there. Aged 

only 23.                                                               

Kenneth Cleche Prince [1937-1944] one of five Clapham College brothers - Head Boy  - 

Walsingham. RAF Palestine  Intelligence Corps. 

Roy [Peter] Katin [1940-1943] Talented musician - Wigmore Hall Recital age 18  - a   

concert pianist. Another evacuee 

Brian White [1940-1946] Holy Ghost [Charterhouse] Still an active Xaverian at 93 [in 

2022]  E.G. evacuee, smallholder farmer - Merchant Banker 

The 1930s were an exciting and expanding time for the College and the  

Clapham Old Xaverians. I’ve added no words to the photo on the next 

page as the image sets the pattern for the 1940s and impacted so heavily 

on the ambitions of the crop of boys of the 1930s and the College. 

52. More interesting Xaverians - Committee Members  
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53.  DUNKIRK ……. 
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Thus ends the fifth Chapter on the History of Clapham             

College and the Xaverians, nearly half of the content came 

from old copies of Concordia. Therefore as one “wandered 

through the decade”, more and more content turned up          

leaving us with the largest “chunk” of Clapham content to 

date.  This was such and optimistic decade, exam results, 

sports, expanded activities, Dinners/Lunches and boys       

focussed on travel, new horizons and new occupations and 

business ideas. The Xaverian Players attracted many Old 

Boys and the College grew as a place for boys to show off 

their skills and talents at Prize Days and Gymnastic Displays. 

Emigration seemed to be the choice of many Canada by far 

the most popular, but many chose Australia and South        

Africa. Many had just arrived in their new homes when they 

would have heard of Hitler’s progress across Europe,        

Dunkirk and then the “Call to Arms” for Commonwealth 

troops. This was a group with so much to offer and then 

WW2 impacted heavily on them so that 50 didn't survive the 

next decade. Those who did went on to major successes in 

all sorts of fields. Lord only knows what they would have 

achieved without the “distraction” of War. What the 1930s 

lads did was to lay the foundations for academic and 

sporting success at the College and the Old Boys built the 

solid grounds for the next 100 years of Clapham Old                          

Xaverians, that we still benefit from……………… Thanks…... 

54. The 1930s a decade of change - but we move into WW2 


